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Push To Talk

In recapping my opening statement in June’s Push to Talk “It’s been a crazy 3 months with COVID and
Shelter in Place, protests, and riots. What’s next?”, we really had some “what’s nexts”, and they were
doozies!
First the CZU August Lightning Complex Fire started August 16th with thunder and lightning around
6am. The giant thunder woke me up as it was right overhead.
(Early morning on August 16, when the first thunderstorms hit, around 2,500 lightning strikes hit the
Bay Area, with 200 strikes happening in 30 minutes at one point, which the National Weather Service
office in the Bay Area labelled as "insane”).
On Monday my student and I flew over the ridge line to see what was happening. The multiple fires
had already spread from Pescadero down to Ano Nuevo, with one pretty large fire down by the seals
(3rd picture).
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There was no air support yet and the fires were already out of control.

Tuesday a student and I flew to Half Moon Bay
and about an hour into the lesson I was
noticing that smoke from a fire beyond San
Francisco was moving over the Peninsula. I
told my student that I thought we should head
back to Palo Alto as the smoke was moving
with the help of 30kt winds at 2000’. Good
thing we left then as we had to drop down
below the 1500’ noise abatement restriction
over Palo Alto just to remain VFR to get into
the airport.

Along with the fires, the excruciating heat didn’t help. It was the first time I have seen/felt 106° in Palo
Alto in the 16 years I have lived in the Bay Area, (and of course most houses don’t have A/C).
Needless to say, the fires and heat have greatly impacted general aviation, not only in the Bay Area but
statewide, and in Oregon and Washington. With visibilities at the airports from 1 -2 miles and air
quality in the 200’s+ on and off for weeks, there wasn’t much flying going on. Shall I ask “What’s next
from here”? Or not…
Sue Ballew
Chapter Chair
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Santa Clara Valley Chapter Board 2019-2021
CHAIRMAN: Sue Ballew
VICE CHAIR: Louise Mateos
SECRETARY: Marcie Smith
TREASURER: Brittany Sabol
DIRECTOR: Patricia Gregory
PAST CHAIRMAN: Marjorie Johnson
NOMINATING COMMITTEE: Laura Del Favero, Mary McEnroe, Meghan O’Neil, Joyce Willis

Chapter Committee Chairs
MEMBERSHIP: Leslie Ingham
WINDSOCK NEWSLETTER: Laura Del Favero
FLYING ACTIVITIES: Pat Gregory
STUDENT PILOTS: Mary McEnroe
99S NEWS REPORTER: Carol Munch
LEGISLATIVE: Penny Blake

MEMBERSHIP: Leslie Ingham
SAFETY EDUCATION: Laura Del Favero
HOSPITALITY: OPEN
SCHOLARSHIPS: Debby Cunningham
FOREST OF FRIENDSHIP: OPEN
WEBSITE: Brittany Sabol

2020-2021 Membership Contributions
Our fiscal year is June 1 to May 31. The 2020-2021
chapter contributions are being accepted, $15 per
year. Please indicate the year(s) for which you are
contributing. An asterisk by your name confirms
your contribution for the following year(s) as well.
The following list is current as of September 22,
2020.
Make check out to SCV99s, and email our Treasurer,
Brittany Sabol, for mailing address:
brittany@zibellina.com

Monica Barrett
Penny Blake
Lisa Corsetti****
Laura Del Favero
Claire Florio
Pat Forbes
Carole Gamble
Willy Gardner
Patricia Gregory
Kathy Groves

Carol Munch*******
Stacey Patton
Brittany Sabol
Polina Spivak
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Fall 2020 Section Meeting Report
by Pat Gregory
The Southwest Section 2020 Fall Section Meeting went virtual this year. Hosted by the Tucson Chapter
and managed by an amazing group of SWS tech volunteers, we were able to provide a smooth,
informative business meeting to over 125 attendees.
Governor Pat Chan introduced the section officers, and many guests including International President
Corby Bullock and other international officers Robin Hadfield, Virginia Harmer, Minetta Gardiner, and
Governors from New York/New Jersey, South Central Section, North Central Section and East Canada
Section. Plus several Past International Presidents and Past SWS Governors. It was quite an
impressive group.
Governor Chan followed the normal section meeting agenda with officers’ reports, all of which can be
found on the SWS website. Awards were presented for Air Marking, Air and Space Education, Wings
Recognition, WPOY. Two items were voted on and passed with no dissenters – they were a change to
standing rules to refine how we handle wire transfers and change to the Bylaws to allow virtual
meetings.
Reno High Sierra will host the 2021 Spring Meeting (hopefully in person, but ready for an online
version). Everyone was thanked and the meeting ended in under two hours. Check the SWS website
for full information about this meeting (which was recorded by Zoom).

by Marcie Smith

Cirrus Vision Jet Training Report

Well, here is my story about the painful and wonderful weeks of Cirrus Vision Jet training: 6/247/11/2020.
Nancy Sliwa and her husband Steve have ordered a new Cirrus Vision Jet – a single engine jet that
holds 5-7 people. It’s a Cirrus so it has a parachute for the whole airplane and has amazing avionics
(the G3000 suite tailored to the Cirrus). Nancy and I have flown together for years and apparently,
even though it requires a type rating, they were willing to let me do the training so that I could
continue to fly with Nancy.
The training is in two parts. First, a two week simulator training that ends in a check ride. If you pass
that, you still need 25 hours in the jet with a Cirrus instructor, going through real flight scenarios
before you’re certified to fly as PIC. This article is about the simulator training; I wasn’t sure I’d get
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through that! The real jet training could be no earlier than September because the jet delivery has
been delayed due to the virus. So expect another article to come on that…
Nancy and I also did a 3-day pre-jet training program since we had not been as instrument proficient as
we’d like and all of the training is in IMC. This training works through what you’ll do for the jet but you
fly in an SR22 (either the real airplane or the non-motion simulator). Nancy’s SR22 was there already
since Steve had flown it out for his jet training earlier in June so we used that. SR22 doesn’t have the
same avionics as the SF50 but it is close with the G1000 and Cirrus interfaces. This was a great IFR
refresher including departure and arrival procedures as well as approaches. It also was especially
useful to me to have extra time to learn the Cirrus/Garmin ways; Cirrus avionics are a big step up from
the GNS 430 and 650 in my C182.
Nancy and I then had the weekend off. It was hot and humid (Tennessee in the summer) so we didn’t
do much. I went for a walk one morning; we went up to Smokey Mountain National Park one morning
but just had lunch and then walked along a river where people were tubing and rafting. It was warm
and started raining so we weren’t there very long but it was lovely.
Steve did his training before us and so we were reasonably prepared for the overall jet training
program and emergencies we’d see. Knowing they are coming doesn’t mean you are ready to respond
or could perform the maneuvers! We had been sent all the books (The POH is two volumes of systems
and procedures). There are 2 Garmin books about the avionics. Plus there’s a 2 page memory item list
of numbers you should know (maneuvering speed, max landing weight, …) and memory items for
emergency procedures (cabin pressure loss, engine fire, …) Cirrus has a series of on-line videos walking
through the systems, high altitude
operations, etc. that we also watched
before we arrived. That all helped
with the systems stuff but not so
much with the actual flying!
The jet training started with one day
of G3000 tabletop training. The
G3000 has 3 touch panels for
controls, a different interface from
the G1000 in the SR22, and it’s very
easy to have the screens up that you
want in the wrong place on the two
display screens. The tabletop has no
controls so you are just learning how
to find what you are looking for and
how to put what you want where you
want it. Not that simple!

The fixed motion simulator showing the two displays with the 3 touch screens
(Nancy working #2) and the autopilot below. Note the gray view out the window –
we were always in the clouds!
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Then we did 4 days of jet ground school. About 6 hours of classroom systems (electrical, fuel, cabin air
controls, engine, …) each day plus a flight in a fixed sim for the jet. The fixed sims were very good - all
the controls and switches, same seats, and screens outside that generally showed clouds but had good
graphics of the airports. We started getting emergencies as well while we practiced IFR flights. My
notes are the flights were into some airports where I’ll really never go: ATL, LGA, BOS, DEN...
Over the 3-day 4th of July weekend
we were blessed with a visit from
Susan Larson. She flew her C182RG
out from SAF, stopping for lunch and
overnight with friends in Oklahoma.
She arrived Friday afternoon (Nancy
and I did laundry Friday morning). We
visited with her; going back to the
National Park and to another park
with a lovely lake west of Knoxville,
and wandered around downtown
Knoxville a bit. Not all that much was
open but we did have brunch down
there one morning. On the 4th I
walked around the hotel (right on the
Nancy, me and Susan at Concord Park east of Knoxville
airport) and saw fireworks in the distance and fireflies nearby. The only reason I see for putting up
with humidity is fireflies, fun! Susan flew back Monday morning.
The problem with the 3-day holiday was that it broke up our 4-day ground school so we didn’t finish
that until Monday. It was a long day since we added an extra hour of ground school to get our high
altitude sign-offs as well as going to the hangar to do a real jet preflight. Then, Monday night we were
given our Tuesday flights to plan. And although Steve had warned us, it took forever to plan each flight
- and they all were un-doable. Given the conditions they gave us, we were always either overweight,
couldn’t make the climb gradient, couldn’t meet speed requirements, runway too short, whatever. So
that first night, it took about 2 hours each to plan each flight. Would have been really nice to have had
the weekend to do that first planning since it meant I started out tired and never really caught up.
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The motion jet sims were amazing to fly.
You can feel the acceleration on the
runway (it’s definitely a jet!); you can
feel the pitch changes when you change
power or put flaps down; you can feel
the touchdown when landing (landings
in this sim count as real landings). Two
2.5 hour flights each day with
anomalies; staggered since there is only
one of them at the facility and so Nancy
and I had to alternate. One of my flights
was 6 am. So between the homework
and the flight schedule, and the
excitement that really kept me from
Full Motion Simulator
sleeping much, it was really
exhausting. They expect you to be ready to take your checkride after only 5 of these flights. The 4th is
a practice check ride; the 5th is a fairly easy flight if you count departing in snow with a 100’ ceiling and
still having icing conditions on landing as easy.
We also got a short flight in a real jet out of Knoxville (N223WY). The airplane has not only a stick
shaker but a stick pusher. The full-motion sim doesn’t have the stick pusher so you have to experience
that in the jet. We each did a preflight, takeoff, an approach, a landing, two-stick pusher events (took
me two hands to pull the stick back enough to get it to trigger) and I think I did a maneuver or two as
well.
The check ride is an oral exam of all the systems and some of the memory items, a pre-flight on the
real jet, and the sim flight which was a summary of most of the stuff we had seen before - and in
theory had executed the desired response or performance (to ATP standards mind you, as is required
for a type rating). But here are my notes so you can get a feel for the scope of the training. They did
tell us all of this before the check ride so we knew what was coming.
SF50 checkride: Plan a flight from KMEM (Memphis) to KBNA (Knoxville). Issue on start; issue on
takeoff roll, issue on climb out (thank goodness for the parachute in low ceiling weather). Take off
again doing the full Departure procedure but level off at 13,000 feet to do maneuvers: steep turns,
stalls, unusual attitudes. Oh, an engine fire! You can put it out but the engine isn’t working any more
so you start gliding. I was given 600’ ceilings so I had no choice but to pull the chute again. Nancy was
given a 3500’ ceiling and could make it to an airport and she pulled off a lovely power-off landing.
Even the instructors were impressed. If you pull the chute even in CAVU weather, that’s not a bad
decision. If you try to land and don’t make it, that’s a failed check ride. I always knew Nancy was the
best!
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Then they reset us back to Memphis for takeoff. Both Nancy and I took breaks here to clear our heads.
Something you can’t do if the checkride is in a real airplane! Now for the approaches – 2 precision, 2
non-precision. One each by hand. One circle to land in minimal visibility, one go-around (damn 747
pulled out on the runway when I was on short final!), one partial panel (note - partial panel in a Cirrus
has more instruments than my C182 does when everything is working) to a full missed approach, and
one no-flap landing.
There were multiple other anomalies we worked in training that were not on the checkride (they can
only fit in so much torture I guess).
Nancy and Steve both finished on the
nominal schedule - passing the check ride
after only 5 flights in the motion sim in 3
days. It took me longer - I had to finish
or redo part of two flights, plus I literally
got sick from not sleeping. So I had 7
flights and took an extra full day. They
told me they expect most GA pilots to
take longer than 5 flights and they plan
for it. We had booked an extra day just
in case. It was also nice for Nancy to
have a day to recover since Sunday she
started her flight home to The Dalles in
the SR22 with her brother.

Nancy and Mutt before their flight in N223WY

I continue to be astounded that they can train you so quickly to pass this check ride. On Thursday I
thought they’d tell me I could never pass and to give up and then on Saturday, I passed! We met some
really amazing pilots; my check pilot was an A10 pilot; Nancy’s was an F16 pilot. They all were good
instructors and very encouraging.
The weirdest thing of the whole trip was being back in the real but not well protected world.
Airplanes, Airports, Hotels, restaurants; even at Cirrus most folks didn’t wear a mask because it was
hard to hear with them on in the cockpit (and the instructor was well behind you), or we were eating in
the main room. Many people did not wear masks wandering the hotel or in the stores. I selfquarantined for 2 weeks afterwards but as far as I know, no one involved in the training has gotten
sick.
Nancy is doing her 25 hours of flights now; I will do it some time in October. And we have to take the
full check ride every year, yikes! But think of the adventures we can do now!
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SCV99s Holiday Party
This year our annual holiday party will be a virtual one due to the ongoing
pandemic. We plan to make it a fun, rewarding time, and a chance to catch
up with missed buddies. The Holiday Party is scheduled for Thursday,
December 10 at 7pm. More information will be coming via
email. Meanwhile, please save the date.
Betty and Pat

Update on FlyNow Award Winner Maki Honda
by Maki Honda
On a beautiful mid-July day, I had my first discovery flight and was instantly hooked on flying. That was
just one year ago and since then, thanks to the support of the 99's I've accomplished so much. My
mentors have continued to give me advice and confidence during the COVID shutdown, California fires
and just everyday life. Having the back up of being generously presented with the FlyNow Award has
given me courage to continue my flight training through my personal ups and downs. It's hard to
believe that just one year ago I was daydreaming about flying and now I've passed my FAA written test
and have the self-confidence to fly the plane on my own. Training for my private pilot license has been
the most exciting and rewarding experience. I'm excited for my upcoming solo flight and am looking
forward to accomplishing further ratings and goals!

Summer Flying and Lunch at Harris Ranch
by Betty Bucci
Throughout the years Fred and I would often fly on a Saturday to an airport with a restaurant on or
near the field and have lunch. Harris Ranch with its own runway and large restaurant has always been
inviting and we have visited it many times. The last time we were there it was in February 2020 before
the Covid-19 lockdown started. In the last 6 months our flying changed from going out to eat, to just
flying locally to keep our skills up and our airplane happy. We were surprised one Saturday in June
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when we stopped at Salinas and found the restaurant open for indoor dining. They had just reopened
a few days earlier. We were the only people in the restaurant and the food was good. I was happy to
support a small business owner. The indoor dining was only available for a limited time until the county
went back to outdoor dining only. As we have learned with Covid-19, rules and regulations can change
week to week. Over Labor Day weekend we look forward to a long weekend trip going to places like
Colorado or Utah to spend a few days exploring a new area. We would have liked to take some
airplane trips this summer, but Covid-19 got in the way of those plans.
On Saturday of Labor Day weekend, we flew to Harris Ranch and had a great lunch. Harris Ranch
normally has 3 inside eating areas with the Ranch Kitchen, the Steakhouse, and the Bar. They have
changed the setup inside. There is one line in the hallway near the bar where you check in and get
your temperature checked before they seat you. They have a single menu.
The large courtyard patio area is used for seating with tables spread out. There are umbrellas over the
tables, and some have misters overhead. They also have a large fan at one end of the patio.
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We were comfortable sitting outside and it didn’t feel overly hot even though it was 105. (Hollister got
to 108 that day so we flew into cooler weather and missed the hottest part of the day at home!) Flying
to and from Harris Ranch we had some smoke and haze. The smoke from the large fires in neighboring
counties comes and goes with the wind blowing the smoke into Hollister at times. The visibility on
Saturday was ok and better near Harris Ranch. The day before we saw more blue sky than smoke.
Every day is different based on the winds. Hopefully, the fires will be out soon and the smoke and TFRs
will be gone.
If you are looking to get out and fly somewhere, Harris Ranch would welcome you.
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Escape to Santa Barbara
Pictures by Pat Gregory and Laura Del Favero
While Betty and Fred were flying to Harris Ranch on the Saturday before Labor Day, Pat and I were
flying to Santa Barbara. Santa Barbara proved to be a much needed respite from the heat and smoke
plaguing us in the Bay Area. We parked at Signature. Fees were waived with nominal fuel. The fuel
price was $4.74 a gallon.

The Beachside Bar-Café at Goleta Beach is open for business with socially-distanced tables – no indoor
dining. Signature gave us a ride to and from the restaurant. Overall, a great destination with excellent
service from Signature.
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The beach was beautiful. I can still hear the waves and feel the light breeze.

And, Betty and Fred happened to spot us (N618MK) flying by when they were on their way home to
Frazier Lake.
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October 10th Fly-in Update
The next fly-in is scheduled for October 10 (this is a date change). The current plan is
to fly to Quincy for lunch. Patti’s Thunder Café is currently open with outdoor, sociallydistanced seating. The Café is a ½ mile walk from transient parking.
In the event of another heatwave or if the wildfire smoke is still an issue, we plan to fly to San Luis
Obispo instead. An email will be sent with updates.
RSVP to Laura ladelfavero@gmail.com

Chapter Elections!
It’s never too early to think about chapter elections. We will need to elect a new board next Spring. Please
consider volunteering for our chapter board.

We need to fill the entire slate of board positions. Please consider running for office and helping to
shape the future of our chapter and to keep it thriving.
The Chapter Board positions are:
Chair
Vice-Chair
Treasurer
Recording Secretary
Director
Nominating Committee
Please contact me if you would information about any of the board positions.
Laura
ladelfavero@gmail.com
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SCV99s 2020 Fly-in Schedule

Each month an announcement will be sent with updated details for that month.
This is the schedule of remaining 2020 Fly-ins. Expect modifications due to restrictions and weather. Keep an eye
out for updates by email.
Oct 10 – Quincy / backup San Luis Obispo
RSVP Laura Del Favero ladelfavero@gmail.com
Nov 14 – Solvang (KIZA)
Dec 12 – Half Moon Bay
RSVP Penny Blake pennyblake@sbcglobal.net

Upcoming SCV99s Meetings
In-person chapter meetings have temporarily been suspended due to COVID-19. For now, chapter
meetings will be held via Zoom. An announcement with time, date, and link to join meeting will be sent
each month via email.

99s Meetings & Conferences 2021
As of now, all 2021 conferences are expected to be live and in-person (subject to change).
January 23, 2021: Winter Workshop, Salt Lake City, UT
April 9-11, 2021: Spring SWS meeting Reno CA. Video invitation from the Reno High Sierra chapter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MsyYY7Rj5M&feature=youtu.be

July 7-11, 2021: 2021 International Conference Long Beach, CA.
Sep 2021: Fall SWS meeting, Las Vegas, NV
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www.santaclaravalley99s.org
The Windsock Information and Deadlines
We need your articles and input!!
To our members, please give me your ideas and most of all...articles and photos for all to enjoy.
Article Due Dates:
· The Windsock is delivered bimonthly:
Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep, and Nov
· Due date for articles is the 20th of the month.
Content Format
Please provide to me with Word docs (preferred) or text within an email. Graphics as .jpg preferred.
Thank you,
EDITOR:
Laura Del Favero
ladelfavero@gmail.com
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